
>>>> AIRE INCONDICIONAL

The emergence of community-based and migrant
e-strategies in Southern Europe



The main focus of <AIRE INCONDICIONAL> is the visualisation of media tactics which have emerged
from a specific southern european historical and cultural background. We undestand these strategies
as a mean for breaking down boundaries between the political, the social, the cultural and the artistic
fields that mark media practices. The exhibition which forms part of <AIRE INCONDICIONAL> shows
critical concepts and projects with a focus on media strategies dealing with the effects of globalisation,
migration and the informational revolution on Southern Europe.

<AIRE INCONDICIONAL> is a partly mobile exposition, facilitating it’s installation in a variety of spaces.
Following the concept of mobile media tactics, the portable part of <AIRE INCONDICIONAL> allows the
project to tour to different cities making an interaction between the authors and activists travelling with
the exhibition and the local publics possible. In workshops, discussions and projects initiated during the
exhibitions, debates about the presented ‘southern strategies’ will be encouraged. The contents shown
in the exhibition are furthermore placed at the disposal of the public: placed within the exhibition there
will be copy-stations enabling the public to copy the contents of the exhibition –be it audio or visual
documentations, texts, images, music– and then take these contents home.



>> DETAILS

In documentations, workshops and debates, <AIRE INCONDICIONAL> visualises the media and
communication strategies that have emerged from a specific southern european context (historical
background). The exposicion combines the points of view of activists, community groups and artists
and historically contextualises their critical ideas on tactical media, open content, border and migration
politics and experiments with media technology, combining art, politics and media strategies.

The exhibition is structured along three core thematic threads, contextualising them before the southern
european historical/cultural background.  The host of projects, debates and activities is grouped along
these three thematic threads:

<VIRTUALISATION OF BORDERS> explores the possible feedback loops between physical and information
space focusing on projects that adopt a critical view on migration and border politics. By opening up a
debate on the virtualisation of political and cultural borders, we hope to encourage  the emergence of
community based and migrant e-strategies dealing with the possibilities that arise through new
technologies for the cultural and social representation of migrants and minorities in Southern Europe..

<HOME(WIRE)LESS> questions the possibilities in using new technologies such as public wireless networks
to redevelop and repolitisize public space. How can activists and artists create tactical interventions
to open up public responses and discourse about the new social realities in southern europe and how
can they create new social relations?

<DRIVE-IN BURN-OUT> explores the different alternatives to copyright and the distribution structures
that have emerged with them: Concepts of alternatives to copyright are discussed in projects and
documentations included in the exhibition. More directly however, a notion of a free culture of information
and knowledge becomes manifest in the format of the exhibition itself: the contents of the exhibition
come with the proposition of copy and paste. Visitors can choose contents they like, copy them, and
recycle them in own projects.

<AIRE INCONDICIONAL> explores a variety of forms and formats, from audio-visual documentations to
instalations, from interventions into public space to work sessions and presentations, from free distribution
of open content music to live concerts.



>> PARTICIPATING GROUPS AND PROJECTS:
0100101110101101.org (Italy)
Las Agencias (Spain)
Frontera Sur RVVT (Spain/Switzerland)
Idealword.org (Spain)
Jaromil (Italy)
Rotorrr (Spain)
Zé dos bois (Portugal)
Toni Serra / Archivos OVNI (Barcelona, Spain)
Hackitectura vs. Al-jwarizmi (Spain/Morrocco)
Sitesize.net (Spain)
El Perro (Spain)

>> VIDEO PROGRAM:
Candida TV (Italy)
Telestreet (Italy)
Jordi Mitjà (Spain)
ransnational Temps (Spain/France)
Archivos Ovni (Spain)
Media_Space Invaders - Platoniq (Spain)
Las Agencias (Spain)
Video Hacking - Manuel Saiz (Spain)
Neokinok TV (Spain)
Go West - Gentian Shkurti (Albania)
Yasmine Kassari (Morrocco)
Fernando Sanchez Castillo

>> ON-LINE PROJECTS:
ideal word.org
imbecil.net
lawebespiral.org
afterall.tv (Genoveva Calvo Méndez, Alfredo González Colunga)

>> TEXTS:
David Casacuberta
José Os Favelados
Helena Maleno
Alessandro Ludovico



>> PARTICIPATING GROUPS AND PROJECTS



> LAS AGENCIAS
http://www.lasagencias.org

New Kids on the Black Block

What do the Spice Girls and Osama have in common?
How do record companies invent musical groups for us to
adore?

How do the police construct public enemies to be feared and
dealt with?

Construction of an identity, or better yet, of an entity How
strange is it when the same adolescents that consume pop
groups have converted themselves into the material of a
similar construct. How funny that this construct has decided
to exist and act. It's interesting to melt these processes down
and examine the whole political weight of the black block from
a discographic point of view. New Kids on the Black Block
consider processes of generating an identity by the production
of a full merchandising campaign. Embeded in this
merchandising campaign is the debate regarding tactics and
action, the discourse about violence with its shades of
oportunity and oportunism. In the same (funky, synchronised)
move, the NKOTBB propose a change in tactic. Where
mainstream media marginalizes social movements and brings
to the forefront teen pop groups, we play 'what if' and
anticipate our cooption into the mainstream of coorporate
entertainment, pretending we are nothing but another pop
group and not a political subject of any real importance. Thus
where social movements, like those using black block tactics,
are displaced from their position by mainstream media, we
try and hitch a ride in the other direction, from margin to
center. We do this by wearing big pants, harmonizing and
dancing in synch. Instead of bitching, fearful and indignant,
about the media spin sorcerers, we've decided to play their
game. Doing so, we are also constructing a powerful
decriminalizing tool. 'Are those those dangerous anarchists
we're being warned about?

CALL 'EM WHAT YOU WANT!
_

Las Agencias is a network of autonomous groups, working on
the construction of biopoilitical antagonism. The fields which
deal with the construction of culture and lifestyle are no longer
separate from those that deal with the construction of the
political body.

Campaigns : New Kids on the Black Block, Guerra Mítica,
Dinero Gratis, Nadie Es Ilegal, Border Camp Tarifa 2001.



> EL PERRO
http://www.elperro.info

Wayaway Travelbox

Most speeches related to the movement of people between
nations state that immigration is a result of income being
higher in the receiving countries. The reality is that the situation
in the countries of origin is neither better nor worse than it
was years ago. In fact, if we consider the yearbooks of some
prestigious international economic institutions, we find that
most of the third word countries have reached an important
degree of development. If so, then why this avalanche of
disowned people? It is understood nowadays that being a
citizen means having the right to own what others own. As
citizens we hold little interest in politics, what we strive for is
to consume the various goods available in the world. We strive
to become a consumer democracy which, despite debilitating
and delaying the search for specific structural solutions,
guarantees us the symbols and privileges of the elite, available
in a large scale.

Travelbox is a package, similar to that used to carry pieces
of art, but adapted for the transport of people. A package
made of wood, measuring 150x150x100cm, consisting inside
of a polyester chamber, especially designed for human
transportation.

Seizing financial support from a cultural circuit, the prototype
herein submitted has already travelled to: Spain (Madrid),
Argentina (Buenos Aires, Cordoba), Paraguay (Asuncion),
Uruguay (Montevideo), Guatemala (Guatemala), Colombia
(Bogota). An electric battery provides running water, light and
ventilation as well as warranting safety, in view of its occupant
remaining unseen.

El Perro is a collective made up by Ramón Mateos (b. 1968),
Iván López (b.1970) y Pablo España (b. 1970).



> 0100101110101101.ORG
http://www.0100101110101101.org

GLASNOST Public Tour

Zero one zero what? Behind the unpronounceable name which
refers to binary code there are two interesting internet artists.
It is part of their artistic concept that they want to remain
anonymous. After all, in this way they demonstratively put the
conventional conception of authorship and copyright into
question. They even went as far as making their hard disks
publicly available for a year at the 49th biennial in Venice.
The visitors at their web site could not only download all their
programs and look into all their files, but they could also read
their private e-mails.

For Manifesta 4, 0100101110101101.org have set up a system
of three different networks and have been documenting on
a daily basis since the beginning of the year where they are
located. With a GPS (Global Positioning System) transmitter
they send their location via a mobile telephone network which
is then entered on a map at their web site.

The subject of their work is the consequences for society
arising from the new technologies, consequences which are
never questioned as long as things go well. The two media
artists exercise on themselves the feared public data horror
which leads to a loss of privacy.

They investigate simultaneously possibilities of artistic
production on the internet. One of these - to date probably
the most provocative but little noted idea of the artist duo -
 was to create the web site www.vatican.org. Almost identical
with that of the Holy See, but with slight deviations, it was
accessible for a whole year on the internet without anybody
complaining and was then unmasked by 0100101110101101.org
themselves

The unmasking of social circumstances on their own person
demands of the artists that they surrender their private lives.
Thus, for example, it can be seen from their web site that on
25 May before the opening of Manifesta at half past ten, they
were still in the area of the central railway station, that they
spent the day of the final game in the world soccer
championship at Lake Garda, and that yesterday they were
in Barcelona in a part of the city to the west of the Old Town.
The fact that they are aware of the technical traceability of
their lives is something which puts them in a better position
than most people. But they are working on changing this.
"0100101110101101.org unmasks how completely normal
citizens lose control over the information about themselves
which these days is accessible to anybody who can pay for
it."

(Taken from Manifesta 4 website)



> HACKITECTURA
http://www.hackitectura.net

hackitectura.net / wewearbuildings is a collaborative team of
flow architects composed of Sergio Moreno, osfavelados, aka
José Pérez de Lama and Pablo de Soto. They are involved in
the theoretical and practical investigation of the territories
in which architecture, urbanism, information technologies,
communications and new policies converge. hackitectura.net
works regularly with José Luis Tirado, an artist in new media.

Hackitecture: From hacking and architecture: The use, in an
unpredicted and subversive way, of architectural / urban
spaces, elements, and systems.   The term was influenced by
another new concept: hacktivism, that describes
the mix of netart, computer science, and activism during the
last years of the xxth century. 

Gonzo architecture: The architectural practice resulting from
the application of the principles of gonzo journalism to
architecture. In its seminal manifestation it is a mix of
Situationism and cyberpunk.

What:
The multitude connected is an experimental meeting to build
a public virtual space based upon real time exchange of
audio/video information among different geolocalizations.

Hackitectura considers the event as a political-technological
experiment
that will allow to practically speculate about the construction
of the multitude [connected], the global political subject
emerging since the Zapatista uprising, through Seattle, Genoa
and the 2002 anti-war global campaign.

The multitude connected is a meeting of hackers, activists
and artists in order to build new spaces of cooperation and
common action; "a world where many different worlds can fit".



> ROTORRR
http://www.rotorrr.org

Patera

Poble Now: Exploring the changing territory, 2002-2003

Vahida Ramujkic and Laia Sadurní have created a series of
projects which involve the production of changing maps of
the Poblenou district, one of Barcelona’s main focuses of
urban redevelopment. The maps show open spaces, no-
access zones, temporary accesses, border zones, zones of
surveillance, zones where building work is in progress, places
you have to jump across, places you have to climb down,
where there is a chimney still standing,
where the property developers and new housing are located.
The maps, which the artists publish themselves, show the
movements you have to make in order to cross these areas.
The body once again becomes an indicator which marks the
territory. As Deleuze and Guattari would say, the artists
reterritorialise these spaces with their own experiences. They
simultaneously photograph, film on video and make notes on
the plans. The situation they document stems from the logic
of the excursion, which they refer to as a safari. This attitude
suddenly transforms the places visited
into uncovered places full of exotic attractions and also tells
us what they think of the tourism industry as a whole.

Bios:

Vahida Ramujkic (Belgrade, 1973)
Artist, resident in Hangar, Barcelona, since 2002. She works
in collaboration with Laia Sadurní. Together they showed
‘Poble Now’ at Can Felipa in Barcelona. In 2003, they presented
the book Guia d’escultures de Barcelona and the OVNI festival
showed one of their videos.

Laia Sadurní (Barcelona, 1973)
She studied graphic design and painting. Her hobby is climbing
and in 2001 she took part in the International Urban
Adventurers Rally in Paris.
Together with Vahida Ramujkic, she forms RotoR, a
collaboration project that involves producing a series of maps
of the city of Barcelona.



> ZE DOS BOIS
http://www.zedosbois.org

Transfer

This intervention consists in creating a way to legally "import"
American citizens interested in alternative ways of life. We will
offer Americans the possibility to work at Zdb, a non-profit
organization based in Lisbon, and therefore legalize
themselves and live in Europe.

This project can be apprehended by the visitors through the
following products:

Application forms:
Formally similar to all the paperwork in burocratic procedure.
Supplied by TRANSFER and to be filled in by the public.
The form will look very institutional but at the same time
intriguing and fun to fill.
Location - the forms will be in one big pile. With the same
volume there will be two other boxes/plinths (one for answering
the form and another to work as a ballot). These three
boxes/plinths would be side by side in a location that would
permit visitors to walk round it. Near the boxes would be
lettering on the wall (or window if the space mentioned is
available) with the title of the project, logo and some info.

Rugs:
6 small front door rugs with graphics concerning world
migration fluxes, placed strategically through out the exhibition
space.

Desktop wallpapers, screen savers and mouse pads.

Flyers:
Flyers would be distributed on strategic points concerning
the exhibition - near the entrance of where events will take
place (concerts, shows).

Website:
A website where one can simulate, in a game-like way, the
procedures and discrepancies of getting a permit to stay in
Portugal and at the same timegive out the real facts and
information concerning immigration. We would like to see with
you the possibility of having a link in the Yerba Buena site.
_

Managed collectively since 1994, ZDB organizes a wide variety
of different activities united by the common objective – to
support emerging art forms against institutionalized proposals.
ZDB is a nomadic structure that has occupied and recovered
various abandoned areas in the city of Lisbon. As a centre of
creation, production and visibility of emerging art forms, ZDB
offers an experimentation space for emerging artists and for
projects who thereby gain their first contact with the art world

and general public.

Bios:

Manuel Henriques: Mr.Arquitect. Choir boy. Expert in PR. Works
on severalfronts -- executive producer and eloquent charmer.

Claudia Castelo: The head behind the brain called flirt, a
fundamental cog in the ZDB machine. Graduated in media
studies.

António Gomes & Nuno Horta Santos:  The performance
artists of graphic design.

Francisca Bagulho: A keystone of the ZDB foundation, where
she produces, recuperates and cleans up. Graphic designer
on her spare time.

Natxo Checa:Born leader. Musician, visual artist, performer,
producer. The brain behind Festival Atlântico and a founding
member of ZDB.

Susana Pomba: Graduated in fine art/painting. Likes to help
out at ZD bar and collaborates actively with Flirt magazine.

Julie Hopkins: Illegal immigrant and first Transfer guinea-pig.
Cheap labor. The biggest software dealer based in Portugal.
Web Designer.



> FRONTERA SUR RVVT
http://www.fronterasur.geobodies.org

The European Southern Border in Real
Remoteand Virtual Time

When we see geography as a spatialization of the relationships
connecting systems ranging from the local to the
transnational, it also becomes plain why, in border geographies,
there are processes of extreme compression on all levels. The
funneling functions of actual border stations intended to
regulate the flow of people are only the visible points of
convergence for relationship strands that are spread over a
region or link up continents. At these bottlenecks, the
hindrances of a mobile world have to get by without
embellishingwords. These are sobering sights. Until recently,
Málaga and Almería did not see themselves as borders;
nowadays, the whole of Spain’s southern coastline has to
uphold the country’s European identity, however this is
formulated. The simplest form is still, as ever, exclusion. Europe
defines itself by its outermost edge.

The two Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla, situated on
Moroccan territory, form an exception to the line of the border,
which otherwise faithfully follows the coastlines of the two
continents. They are wefts in an already complex fabric, last
remnants of the colonial occupation of North Africa. With the
heavy financial grants that the EU gives to the disadvantaged
southern regions of Europe, the Spanish administration there
is building fortresses in the form of shopping precincts and
elegant beach arcades as signs of Europe’s wealth, and also
as a way of setting the enclaves apart from the neighboring
Moroccan towns. Borders take on a number of architectural
forms. After all, built reality can only give material form to
that which already exists in people’s minds as mental attitudes
and the discourses related to these.

The various works in the Frontera Sur RRVT project are not
about a fixation on the divisive borderline. Rather, they explore
the spaces that are constituted through undercover and
illegal forms of action, cultural communications networks,
and different technologies of crossing, and that depend on
connective relationships or at least allow a certain degree of
permeability.
_

Frontera Sur RVVT (Ursula Biemann, Regula Burri, Rogelio
López Cuenca, Valeriano López Dominguez, Helena Maleno
Garzon, Alex Muñoz Riera, Angela Sanders) views itself as an
informal grouping of artists and activists focusing their
attention on the area near the Spanish-Moroccan border,
with its complex layers of meaning. This is a region in which
issues of sex, ethnic filtering, migration and labor, public space,
and technological control mechanisms interact within a
concentrated space. Plantation workers, commuting domestic

staff, secret boat crossings, and radar patrols – all of  these
various motivations for mobility lay bare a complex balance
of power that reformulates the metaphorical and material
constitution of borders.



> JAROMIL
http://www.rastasoft.org

Dyne:bolic

Free software programmer and streaming media pioneer,
media artist and activist, performer and emigrant.

Jaromil (RASTASOFT.org) is an italian GNU/Linux programmer,
author and mantainer of three free softwares and a operating
system: MuSE (for running a web radio), FreeJ (for veejay and
realtime video manipulation), HasciiCam (ascii video
streaming) and dyne:bolic the bootable CD running directly
without requiring installation, a popular swiss army knife in
the fields of production and broadcasting of information.
All his creations are freely available online under the GNU
General Public License (Free Software Foundation).

He is a featured artist in CODeDOC II (Whitney Museum's
artport NY), Read_Me 2.3 (software art @ runme.org),
negotiations 2003 (Toronto CA), I LOVE YOU (MAK Frankfurt).
Artworks include the software running Sophisticated Soiree
(ZKM/intermedium02 award), the net-art piece FARAH, the
theater performance TUBOCATODICO.

Collaborations include: Ars Electronica Center / Futurelab,
PUBLIC VOICE Lab, Giardini Pensili, digitalcraft.org, 01001.org,
August Black, [epidemiC], Florian Cramer, 92v2.0, LOA hacklab,
Freaknet Medialab, CandidaTV, the Mitocondri, the
HackMeeting community.

Version 1.0 of dynEbolic, the 'portable' Linux distribution, is
out. It's portable in that it runs directly from the CD, on every
PC-compatible machine. The set of software and features is
impressive: automatic hardware detection, streaming, p2p,
web navigation and publishing, email, encryption and even
clustering, that is, the possibility to share the power of one's
own CPU with other computers running dynEbolic on the same
local network. This set of tools has been assembled to satisfy
the needs of media activists, both newbies and 'professional'.
This triumph of free software is yet another proof of the great
power of the most democratic and socially sustainable model
of development ever created by the self-regulation of
programmers. This added value is fundamental to comprehend
the two most prominent characteristics of this awesome work:
the high portability and the complete transparency of the
means of production. For example, the clustering feature is
available even on modified X-Box consoles dynEbolic
runs on with no problems at all, amusingly defined by the
slogan 'El calculo unido jamas serà vencido'. dynEbolic has
been developed by a large group of programmers from all
around the world, coordinated by Jaromil and united under
the name Rasta Software.



> IDEALWORD
http://www.idealword.org

Idealword.org

IdealWord is a project hosted on the Internet the aim of which
is to explore the various definitions of the written word in
digital contexts and their subsequent reconversion into
physical (analogical) resolutions and environments.

Idealword.org is also the first chapter of a trilogy: idealword.org,
idealword.net, and idealword.com. The other two chapters -
-–not produced yet— will approach the subject in a different
light, applying a new conception and technical production,
but without drifting apart from the original notion of the
IdealWord project. Idealword.org is a product of the new art
societies. It is unfinished –and probably it will not have any
outcome whatsoever–.

Though the project started (05022003) with the purpose of
overcoming several technical barriers to create a work
methodology that was both simple and reconciling with the
digital production tools, it has developed into domains closer
to the individual, domains where fascination for technology
wanes in favour of a wider speech.

Idealword.org provides a space for simulating the artistic
traditions within digital environments. It is a space where
idealword.org items are mutually and happily sampled and
redefined with the sole goal of confusing the technical genre.
Perhaps the (fragmented, disoriented or multiple) user who
explores idealword.org will find it closer to the simultaneous
space-time experience than of an informational matter, but
this is a risk the actors and stages of idealword.org are totally
aware of.

The new digital environments gave birth to a new artistic
production that redefines and feeds our contemporary needs.
The new typographic culture, the development of hypertext
as a browsing model (specific usability), the prose of code or
the compiling languages used by programmers are just a few
examples of how the written word acquires prominence in
digital environments.



> OVNI
http://www.desorg.org

Observatory Archives

The Observatory Archives are structured around particular
themes and have a clear purpose: to encourage a critique of
contemporary culture, using different strategies: video art,
independent documentary, and mass media archaeology,...

The Archives cover a huge range of works that are very
different from one another, but share a commitment to
freedom of expression and reflect on our individual and
collective fears and pleasures. Together, they offer a
multifaceted view, thousands of tiny eyes that probe and
explore our world and announce other possible worlds. It is a
discourse that above all values heterogeneity, plurality,
contradiction and subjectivity, an antidote to the cloning and
repetition of corporate mass media.

Given that the call for entries organized by OVNI every 18
months is theme-based, the works selected over the years
offer a reading, a kind of record of some of the dreams and
nightmares of our times. We have seen the range of issues
and preoccupations become more focused over time, from
works with very diverse themes in OVNI 1993 to 1996
(extending and exploring the video medium, regaining the
formal and specially the thematic freedom of its early years),
to progressively narrow down to increasingly specific themes:
identity versus media (1997-1998), community (2000),
globalisation (2002).

In the 10 years since it began, OVNI has acquired more than
700 documents and works for the Observatory Archives.

The Babylon Archives

The Babylon Archives 1999-2003. A contemporary media
archaeology project that collects and compiles material from
the dark side of our civilization. Promotionals from corporative,
militar, pharma and digital industries. Many of these audiovisual
documents were not produced to last, but rather to fulfill
specific functions at a particular time: training, publicity,
etc...this is why, when they are taken out of the context of
their time or intended use, their meaning is revealed with
surprising clarity even to those used to the constant publicity
aimed at consumers. The result is a disturbing catalogue of
intentions, aims and the means used to achieve them.


